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Just now, the Indian boy looked at Ziva Hank and said loudly: “Ziva, you must be careful of this
person.

I seriously suspect that this person is a member of the opposition! Otherwise, even if he has great
ability, it is impossible to be so short.

Arrived here within time, and don’t forget that there are still one or two thousand opposition soldiers
guarding here. If he is not one of them, he would never come in alive! Look at him,

wearing opposition costumes and holding the opposition This person must be a member of the
opposition!

Immediately, he stared at Charlie and said coldly: “This guy is running here now to act with you and
slander our motherland.

I don’t know what Ande intends to do! It’s not good because the opposition knows that you are an
American of Chinese descent, so they found him from the team to come and set up the game with you.

I think he must be arranged by the opposition to counter you! Believe him!

Charlie was so angry with the silly bird that he wanted to laugh, and asked him: “Since you are so
determined that I am a member of the opposition, then you pretend to be so forceful in front of me,
you are not afraid that I will use what I have in my hands.

AK47 made you abrupt?”

Indian boys are obviously a little nervous, but they still pretend to be tough and say: “I don’t believe
you dare to attack me! Your opposition took so hard to take us prisoner.

Well, don’t you just want to negotiate terms with our motherland? If you kill me, what else will you use
to negotiate terms with our motherland? Moreover, once our motherland wants to retaliate against
you,

it will be your end! With just a few missiles, you can razed this place to the ground!

Charlie sarcastically said, “Of the eight of you, one of you counts as one, it’s nothing more than a
schoolmaster with a better academic record. In terms of family history, are your parents rich?

In terms of background, can any one of you’s parents become a U.S. state legislator?”

“If you ask for money, you don’t have money, you don’t have power, you lick your face and wait for
the SEALs to save you?
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You want to let someone use missiles for you. you revenge, I did not look down on you, just the cost of
a small and medium sized conventional missiles to be several million dollars, tens of millions of dollars
to

start surface to surface missiles, with expensive weapons to avenge you, and you with it? “

Indian The boy’s expression was very ugly, he wanted to say something, but suddenly he couldn’t
find any words to refute.

At this time, another boy of Chinese descent said: “You don’t confuse people here anymore.

As we all know, the United States always values   the safety of citizens most. All eight of us are
social pillars.

The country will definitely rescue us at all costs. Yes, you are running over to brainwash us now, don’t
you just want us to cooperate with you to criticize our country? I know your tricks, as long as the
Americans scold the United States, you will be so excited that you can’t sleep. Go to the world!

Charlie put away the joking smile just now, looked at this young man with Huaxia’s face, and asked
seriously: “I ask you, are you American or Chinese?”

“Of course I am American!” The boy blurted out without hesitation: “My passport was taken away by
you. If you go to see my passport now, you can see clearly that I am a citizen of the United States of
America!

Charlie nodded, deep in his heart. This group of people has been extremely disappointed, especially
this boy of Chinese descent, although what he said is not wrong, but it makes Charlie feel very
uncomfortable.

So, he became lighter and coldly said: “Well, in this case, then you also wait for your country to
rescue you.”

After that, he looked at Ziva Hank again and said seriously: “Miss Ziva, I don’t want to ask you again.

The same problem, I am entrusted by your father to rescue you, so no matter which nationality you
think you are, as long as you are willing to go with me, I will rescue you and take you back to China.”

“But! If you are yourself I really don’t want to go with me. Charlie will never do things that force
others. Could you please record me a video to make it clear that you don’t want to go. I will bring the
video back to your dad,

even if it’s for your dad. Confessed!
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